We analyze the sources of free electrons that produce the large dispersion measures, DM ≈ 300 − 1600 (in units cm −3 pc), observed toward fast radio bursts (FRBs). Individual galaxies typically produce DM ∼ 25 − 60 cm −3 pc from ionized gas in their disk, disk-halo interface, and circumgalactic medium. Toward an FRB source at redshift z, a homogeneous IGM containing a fraction f IGM of cosmological baryons will produce DM = (935 cm
INTRODUCTION
Of unknown origin, but suspected to arise in explosive events at extragalactic distances, fast radio bursts (FRBs) are radio pulses of milli-second duration that exhibit considerable dispersion in frequency (Lorimer et al. 2007 ; Thornton et al. 2013) . The observed range of dispersion measures, DM ≡ n e d ≈ 300 − 1600 cm −3 pc (Petroff et al. 2016) corresponds to column densities of intervening electrons N e ≈ (1 − 5) × 10 21 cm −2 . Most FRBs are isolated events, with the exception of the repeating FRB 121102 ) which was identified with a low-metallicity dwarf galaxy at z = 0.193 Bassa et al. 2017) . This object has DM = 557 ± 2 cm −3 pc (Scholz et al. 2016) , far larger than expected from the modeled distribution (DM ∼ 25−60) of free electrons within the Milky Way (Cordes & Lazio 2002; Yao et al. 2017) . These large dispersions could arise from the "circumburst medium", from the host galaxy, or from the intergalactic medium (IGM).
In this paper, we argue that the most plausible source of the high dispersions are the large reservoirs of ionized gas in the IGM. The cosmological "missing baryons problem" (Fukugita et al. 1998 ) has largely been solved through spectroscopic observations of diffuse baryons using UV absorption lines toward quasars. These data and astrophysical analysis (Shull et al. 2012) show that the low-redshift IGM still contains a substantial fraction, f IGM ≈ 0.5−0.7, of the cosmological baryons, distributed in warm photoionized gas (Lyα forest at T ≈ 10 4 K) and a hotter, collisionally ionized medium (T ≈ 10 5−7 K).
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Thus, substantial dispersion of FRB pulses is naturally expected from ionized gas (H + and He +2 ) that accompanies the intergalactic H I (Lyα) and metal-line absorption systems observed toward active galactic nuclei (AGN).
In Section 2, we assess the contributions to DM from intervening galaxies, including their extended gaseous halos and circumgalactic medium (CGM). Typical galactic halos produce DM ∼ 25−60 cm −3 pc, consistent with the column density of free electrons, N e ≈ 10 20 cm −2 , observed in the warm ionized gas layer at the disk-halo interface of the Milky Way (Reynolds 1991; Gaensler et al. 2008) . We then compute the integrated column density of electrons, N e , from a homogeneous IGM that contains a substantial fraction, f IGM , of the cosmological baryons. We derive an analytic formula to estimate the FRB redshift from the inferred IGM dispersion, DM IGM and an assumed f IGM . Finally, we calculate the distribution of N e (z) and DM(z) from a spatially structured medium: the "cosmic web" of dark matter and baryon filaments. Our calculation is based on the observed distribution of low-redshift H I and metal-line absorbers from recent IGM surveys (Danforth & Shull 2008; Danforth et al. 2016; Shull et al. 2017) with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (Green et al. 2012 ) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
The observed H I absorbers span a wide range of column densities, N HI (cm −2 ) between 12.5 < log N HI < 22.0. The nomenclature of these systems includes the Lyman limit systems (LLS with log N HI ≥ 17.2) and partial Lyman-limit systems (pLLS with log N HI ≈ 16.0 − 17.2), and the much rarer "damped Lyα absorbers" (DLAs with log N HI ≥ 20.3). For optically thin absorbers with log N HI < 17.5, large amounts of ionized hydrogen ac-company the H I. Because the Lyα absorbers are highly photoionized by the metagalactic background from AGN (Haardt & Madau 2012) , the neutral hydrogen absorption probes only a small fraction of the total plasma. In addition, the weak Lyα absorbers with log N HI < 13 are quite plentiful, with an absorption-line frequency per unit redshift, dN /dz > 100 along sight lines toward background quasars. Thus, the contribution of Lyα-forest absorbers to N e (z) is substantial and more uniform across the sky.
By analyzing the photoionization conditions in these H I absorbers, we calculate the column densities of free electrons per H I absorber. We then combine the H I absorber distribution with scaling relations of baryon overdensity (∆ b ) and gas temperature (T ) with N HI inferred from cosmological simulations to calculate N e (z) for a spatially structured IGM. From the scaling relations, we show that H I absorbers produce a flat distribution in integrated N e (z) over the range 12.5 ≤ log N HI ≤ 16.0. We expect a turnover and fluctuations in the DM distribution at log N HI > 15.5, owing to the scarcity (dN /dz < 1) of strong H I absorbers. Future FRB surveys that localize the bursts and identify them with galaxies (with redshifts) can be used to model the IGM structure and to confirm the predicted large fraction of cosmological baryons in diffuse intergalactic structures.
ESTIMATES OF DISPERSION MEASURES

Electrons in the Milky Way Halo Gas
The observed dispersion measures toward Galactic pulsars are a standard method for modeling the spatial distribution of electrons within the Milky Way (Cordes & Lazio 2002) . Coupled with observations of diffuse Hα emission, these data have led to a model of diffuse ionized gas within a kpc of the Galactic disk. This ionized medium at the disk-halo interface is often called the "Reynolds Layer" and has a column density of free electrons N e ≈ 10 20 cm −2 . From pulsar surveys, this ionized layer has been fitted by various surveys to an exponential density distribution, n e (z) = n 0 exp(−z/h), with midplane densities n 0 ≈ 0.019−0.035 cm −3 and vertical scale heights h ≈ 880 − 950 pc (Taylor & Cordes 1993; Cordes & Lazio 2002) . Gaensler et al. (2008) −210 pc. More recent analyses take into account spiral structure, multiple components (thin and thick Galactic disks, clumps, cavities). The product of mid-plane density and scale height yields the "perpendicular DM" integrated from the midplane to infinity. In the above models (Taylor & Cordes 1993; Cordes & Lazio 2002; Gaensler et al. 2008; Savage & Wakker 2009 ) the vertically integrated DM is 16.5, 33.0, 25.6 and 21.9 (cm −3 pc) respectively. The most recent model of the spatial distribution of Galactic free electrons (Yao et al. 2017 ) is based on 189 pulsars with independently measured distances. The thick disk component has mid-plane density n 0 ≈ 0.01132±0.00043 cm −3 and scale height h = 1673±53 pc, corresponding to vertically integrated n 0 h = 18.9 ± 0.9 cm −3 pc. Their Table 14 applies their model to estimate redshifts for 17 FRBs from inferred IGM dispersions after subtracting modeled contributions from the Galaxy and a standard value, DM host = 100 cm −3 pc, for the host galaxy. For 13 of the 17 FRBs, the modeled Galactic contribution ranges from ≈ 23 − 76 cm −3 pc; four sources at low Galactic latitude have higher values.
Electrons in Circumgalactic and Halo Gas
The best estimates of ionized gas in the low Galactic halo come from column densities N of highly ionized interstellar metal-line absorbers toward O-type stars at high Galactic latitude (b > 40
• ) and toward extragalactic sources such as AGN and blazars. By fitting N sin b versus elevation above the disk, using UV resonant absorption lines of abundant metal ions such as C IV, Si IV, and O VI, several groups (Sembach & Savage 1992; Shull & Slavin 1994) found vertical scale heights (2-5 kpc). The integrated column densities through the Galactic plane allow one to estimate the total column density of ionized hydrogen, after correcting the metal ions for ionization fraction and metallicity. The largest metal-ion column densities come from X-ray absorption studies (Nicastro et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2005; Fang et al. 2006; Anderson & Bregman 2010) of the helium-like ion state of oxygen (O VII) and its Kα line at 21.602Å. Because O VII maintains a high ionization fraction, f OVII , over a wide range of temperatures, 5.5 < log T < 6.3, in collisional ionization equilibrium, it provides the best sensitivity to hot coronal gas. Galactic absorption lines of O VIII and Ne IX and weaker lines from ions of O, Ne, C, and N have also been detected in selected AGN sight lines (Nicastro et al. 2016; Nevalainen et al. 2017) .
The O VII absorption lines at z ≈ 0 observed toward many AGN are interpreted as arising from coronal gas in the Galactic halo (Collins et al. 2006; Fang et al. 2006; Bregman 2007) . Typical O VII column densities through the halo are log N OVII ≈ 16.0 − 16.3, with some uncertainty owing to line saturation. For fully ionized gas with mean integrated column density N OVII = (10 16 cm −2 )N 16 and oxygen abundance (O/H) = (4.9 × 10 −4 )Z O relative to its solar value (O/H) = 4.9 × 10 −4 , we find N e = (2.4 × 10
. With assumptions about the ionization and metallicity factors (f OVII Z O ), the above papers estimate column densities of ionized hydrogen, N HII ≈ 10 20 cm −2 (DM ∼ 30) associated with the O VII absorption.
Strong O VI absorption lines in the ultraviolet (1032 and 1038Å) have also been used to probe hot gas in the halos of external galaxies. The COS-Halos survey (Tumlinson et al. 2011 ) of the CGM of galaxy halos intercepted by a sight line toward a background AGN found mean O VI column densities N OVI ≈ 10 14.5 cm −2
for actively star-forming galaxies. Employing corrections for metallicity (O/H) and O VI ionization fraction, f OVI ≈ 0.2 in collisional ionization equilibrium, we estimate a column density of ionized gas (and electrons) of
O . At the metallicities (Z O = 0.1 − 0.5) observed in Galactic high-latitude high-velocity clouds (Wakker et al. 1999; Shull et al. 2009; Fox et al. 2014 ) the disk-halo interface gas traced by O VI produces dispersions DM ∼ 5 − 10 cm −3 pc. The frequencies per unit redshift of galaxy halos, LLS, DLAs, and other strong absorbers are too low to explain the large FRB dispersions. For example, the incidence of LLS at z ≤ 0.5 has been measured by HST/COS (Shull et al. 2017 ) to be (dN /dz) LLS = 0.36
17.5 cm −2 , the mean integrated dispersion would be DM ≈ 0.04 cm −3 pc toward FRBs at z ≈ 1. Similarly, if intervening galactic halos and their CGM each produce DM ∼ 30 − 50 cm −3 pc, an FRB sight line would need to intercept 10-30 such galaxies to accumulate sufficient electron column densities sufficient to explain the large FRB dispersions, DM = 300 − 1600 cm −3 pc. For all these reasons, we now explore dispersion in the the baryon-rich IGM.
2.3. Electrons in a Homogeneous IGM As a first estimate of the IGM dispersion, we compute the integrated column density of electrons in a homogeneous IGM, whose mass density increases as (1+z) 3 with redshift. The mean cosmological baryon density has been well constrained by measurements of the primordial D/H ratio (Cooke et al. 2016 ) and the acoustic spectrum of the cosmic microwave background (Planck Collaboration 2016). The cosmological baryon density is independent of the Hubble constant H 0 = (100 km s −1 Mpc −1 )h and its scaling factor (h),ρ b = Ω b ρ cr = 4.17 × 10 −31 g cm −3 , based on Ω b h 2 = 0.02217 and a critical (closure) density ρ cr = (1.879 × 10 −29 g cm −3 )h 2 . With a primordial helium abundance Y ≈ 0.2449 by mass (Aver et al. 2013) , this mass density corresponds to a number density of hydrogen,
where f IGM ≈ 0.5 − 0.7 is the likely fraction of diffuse baryons in the IGM (Shull et al. 2012 ). The number density of electrons isn e = 1.167n H , accounting for H + and He +2 , To find the column density, N e , of electrons toward a source at redshift z, we use the relationship between proper length and redshift in a flat ΛCDM cosmology,
Here, we adopt Ω m ≈ 0.3 and Ω Λ ≈ 0.7 as the fractional contributions of matter and dark energy to closure density and H 0 = (70 km s −1 Mpc −1 )h 70 . The integrated column density of electrons out to redshift z is then N e (z) = (1.167)(1.87 × 10
The redshift integral can be done analytically,
with values of 0.686, 1.69, and 2.94 at z = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 respectively. For a homogeneous IGM, the dispersion measure can be expressed as
We invert this relation for I(z) to find an analytic formula for the FRB redshift based on the inferred dispersion, DM IGM , contributed by the IGM,
Here, we have defined the dimensionless dispersion parameter
Table 1 gives our estimated redshifts for these 17 FRBs and 8 others from recent papers (Bhandari et al. 2017; Bannister et al. 2017; Caleb et al. 2017 ). We use equations (6) and (7) with values of IGM baryon fraction, f IGM = 0.6 ± 0.1, consistent with HST/COS baryon surveys and cosmological simulations (Shull et al. 2012 ).
For the IGM dispersion, we follow the methodology in Yao et al. (2017) in which DM IGM = DM obs − DM Gal − DM Host . We use their model of the electron distribution within the Milky Way for the Galactic contribution, DM Gal , and we adopt a constant dispersion DM Host = 100 cm −3 pc (their assumption) for the FRB host galaxy. This assumption is uncertain, as DM Host is larger than most values within the Milky Way. For 17 FRBs in their study, Yao et al. (2017) inferred redshifts ranging from z = 0.238 to z = 2.059 with median z = 0.687. The median modeled IGM dispersion is 490 cm −3 pc (range 170 to 1469 cm −3 pc) and the median observed dispersion is 776 cm −3 pc (range 375 to 1629 cm −3 pc). In general, our method produces lower redshifts for the 17 FRBs, ranging from z = 0.254 +0.043 −0.032 for the burst with the lowest dispersion (DM IGM ≈ 170 cm −3 pc) to z = 1.38
for the largest dispersion (DM IGM ≈ 1469 cm −3 pc). The error bars on these redshifts are propagated from the assumed uncertainty in IGM baryon fraction. They do not include errors in the cosmological parameters (Ω m , Ω Λ , H 0 ) or assumptions about the subtracted portions of DM from the Galaxy or FRB host galaxy.
Electrons Associated with the Lyα Forest
Next, we compute the electrons associated with a more realistic, structured IGM based on the distribution of Lyα absorbers measured in recent surveys. Figure 1 shows examples of low-redshift H I absorbers in the spectra of four blazars. From a recent survey with HST/COS (Danforth et al. 2016) , the typical frequency per unit redshift of H I absorbers is dN /dz ≈ 50 − 150 for weak systems in the Lyα forest (log N HI ≈ 12.5 − 14.0). A survey of higher column density absorbers (Shull et al. 2017 ) characterized the distribution of low-redshift LLS (log N HI ≥ 17.2) and pLLS (log N HI ≈ 16.0 − 17.2). These absorbers are considerably rarer, with (dN /dz) LLS ≈ 0.36 +0.20 −0.13 and (dN /dz) pLLS ≈ 1.69 ± 0.23.
To compute the ionized gas (and electrons) associated with these Lyα absorbers, we employ scaling re- 
In our IGM simulations (Shull et al. 2015) we found α ≈ 0.65 and β ≈ 0.60. This temperature relation has been confirmed by other groups, although several simulations found slightly larger values of α = 0.741 ± 0.003 (Davé et al. 2010) , 0.786 ± 0.001 (Tepper-Garcia et al. 2012) , and 0.770±0.022 (Gaikwad et al. 2017) . Baryon overdensity is defined relative to the mean (co-moving) cosmological baryon density,ρ b = Ω b ρ cr = 4.17 × 10 −31 g cm −3 . For an H I absorber at redshift z and overdensity ∆ b , the hydrogen number density is
(9) We assume that the plasma in this absorber is in photoionization equilibrium with the metagalactic ioniz-ing background, with hydrogen photoionization rate Γ H (s −1 ) and the low-density (case-A) hydrogen recombination rate coefficient α
H (cm 3 s −1 ). In the approximation x HI 1, the hydrogen neutral fraction is given by
We approximate Γ H ≈ (4.6 × 10 −14 s −1 )(1 + z) 4.4 for the hydrogen photoionization rate over the range 0 < z < 0.47 (Shull et al. 2015) and adopt α 
The total column density of ionized hydrogen accompanying the H I is
with a characteristic absorber size
nearly constant with H I column density. These scaling relations suggest that, at fixed redshift, higher column density absorbers have larger neutral fractions. The higher redshift absorbers are smaller and more ionized. We now integrate the electron column densities over the distribution of H I absorbers found in the recent HST/COS surveys (Danforth et al. 2016; Shull et al. 2017) . As shown in Figure 2 , a power-law fit to the differential distribution in H I column density per unit redshift
(1 + z) γ . We adopt a redshift-evolution factor, γ ≈ 1.24, from a new fit to the absorbers with log N HI ≥ 15 (Danforth et al. 2016) , and multiply by a factor of 1.167 for the electrons donated from He +2 . After the He II reionization epoch at z ≈ 2.7 − 3.2, Lyα forest clouds have far more He +2 than He + . We arrive at the electron column density, N e (z), out to redshift z, integrated over column densities from N 1 = 10 12.5 to N 2 = 10 16.0 cm −2 , N e (z) = (1.083)(4.4 × 10 18 cm −2 )(50)
This column density translates to DM = (534 cm −3 pc)(∆z) eff , where the effective redshift accounts for the (1 + z) γ evolution of the Lyα absorber frequency with redshift. For γ = 1.24, we have (∆z) eff = 0.66 out to z = 0.5 and 1.66 out to z = 1.0. Additional baryons reside in the WHIM probed by O VI and Broad Lyα Absorbers.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Many physical locations have been suggested to explain the large pulse dispersions observed toward FRBs. In the most recent DM model for the Galactic electron distribution (Yao et al. 2017 ) the Milky Way typically contributes DM ∼ 25 − 75 cm −3 pc, consistent with other measurements of ionized gas. Studies of metal ions at the disk-halo interface and Galactic halo find electron column densities N e ≈ 10 20 cm −3 (DM ∼ 30). Thus, for the observed FRB range, DM ≈ 300 − 1600 cm −3 pc, the host galaxy and the IGM are probably the dominant contributors to the dispersion. Yao et al. (2017) adopted a standard contribution, DM Host = 100 cm −3 pc, from the host galaxy. After subtracting the modeled Galactic DM, they attribute the residual DM to plasma in the IGM. Their values for DM IGM are in good agreement with values derived in Sections 2.3-2.4. It would be difficult for FRBs at cosmological distances to avoid having large dispersions, given the substantial baryon fractions inferred to reside in the IGM (Shull et al. 2012) . For example, the Lyα forest likely contains 30% of the cosmic baryons in a warm (10 4 K) photoionized phase. Absorption from high ions such as O VI and Ne VIII (and broad Lyα absorbers) suggest a similar contribution from hotter gas (10 5 − 10 7 K) in a phase called the WHIM (warm-hot intergalactic medium).
The agreement between estimates of cosmological dispersion measures, DM(z), and baryon measurements from UV spectroscopic surveys, provides additional evidence that the IGM contains a substantial fraction, f IGM > 0.5, of diffuse baryons. However, both are modeldependent estimates. One important prediction of our calculation is the flat contribution to DM(z) from Lyα-forest absorbers across a wide range of column densities, 12.5 < log N HI < 16. Further progress in using FRBs as IGM probes will require identifying their host galaxies and obtaining redshifts. One can then assemble a statistical sample to relate DM(z) to electrons and H I absorbers in the IGM. Fluctuations in DM from a structured IGM are expected at the level of ±10 cm −3 pc from the (Mpc-scale) filaments and (10-30 Mpc) voids produced by gravitational instability (Davé & Oppenheimer 2010; Smith et al. 2011) . We also expect to see fluctuations at the level of DM ≈ 25 cm −3 pc, owing to the scarcity of H I absorbers with log N > 15. Our recent HST/COS survey (Shull et al. 2017 ) of strong Lyα absorbers (0.24 < z < 0.48) found line frequencies (dN /dz) ≈ 1.69 ± 0.23 at log N HI ≥ 16.0 and (dN /dz) ≈ 4.95 ± 0.39 at log N HI ≥ 15.0.
We now summarize the main results of our survey:
1. The large observed dispersions, DM ≈ 300 − 1600 cm −3 pc, of FRB pulses are unlikely to arise in the ionized gaseous layers of galaxies or in their halos, but the integrated dispersion of electrons in the IGM naturally produces such values. For a homogeneous IGM containing a fraction f IGM of cosmological baryons, the average dispersion measure DM ≈ (935 cm −3 pc)f IGM h −1 70 I(z), where
2. Our model for DM IGM (z) provides a convenient analytic formula for estimating FRB redshifts, the dispersion attributed to the IGM, after subtracting contributions from the Milky Way and FRB host galaxy.
3. We also analyzed a more sophisticated IGM model using UV spectroscopic observations of the bivariate distribution (d 2 N /dz dN HI ) of intergalactic H I absorbers in column density and redshift, together with scaling relations from cosmological simulations of H I column densities with baryon overdensity, temperature, and ionization state. This model finds DM ≈ (534 cm −3 pc)(∆z) eff over effective pathlength (∆z) eff = 0.66 integrated out to z = 0.5 and 1.66 to z = 1.0, consistent with f IGM ≈ 0.6. 4. Our model of a structured IGM, together with scaling relations, predicts nearly equal contributions to the integrated DMs across a wide range of H I column densities, 12.5 ≤ log N < 16. One expects fluctuations at the level of DM ≈ 25 cm −3 pc from absorbers log N HI > 15.5, when the number of strong absorbers per unit redshift drops below dN /dz < 1. 
